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US-based multinational RE/MAX is marketing properties in illegal  Jews-only settlements built  on
stolen Palestinian land such as Ariel, near Salfit in the West Bank. Keren Manor/ActiveStills

Agents  working  for  the  US-headquartered  real  estate  giant  RE/MAX  are  promoting
themselves as specialists in property built in Israel’s settlements on occupied Palestinian
land.

The  Colorado-based  corporation  which  says  it  operates  in  nearly  100  countries
was identified as responsible by a 2013 United Nations’ probe for how its Israeli franchises
sell houses and apartments in the occupied West Bank.

Despite  that  criticism,  many  RE/MAX  representatives  are  continuing  to  handle  such
property.

Shlomo Benzaquen, a RE/MAX agent, states on a website run by the company that his “area
of expertise” includes a number of Israeli settlements.

He particularly  recommends Kokhav Yaakov,  Tel  Zion and Adam (also known as Geva
Binyamin) as “communities” which “offer tremendous value to young families and investors
looking for high returns.”

In fact, all of these “communities” are Israeli settlements inside the West Bank and are
illegal under international law. Their construction and growth violates the Fourth Geneva
Convention, which forbids an occupying power from transferring its civilian population into a
territory that it occupies.

The Electronic Intifada contacted Benzaquen by telephone, asking him why he is selling
property built on illegally occupied land in East Jerusalem and elsewhere in the West Bank.

“I don’t know what illegally occupied is,” he said. “I deal with Jerusalem. I’m not sure what
you mean by East Jerusalem.”

Asked if he was familiar with the Fourth Geneva Convention, Benzaquen replied “I’m not
getting into politics” before hanging up.

His colleague Hillel Weinschneider, meanwhile, says on a RE/MAX website that his “area of
expertise” is Ramat Eshkol and Givat Hamivtar.

Both of  those settlements are in occupied East Jerusalem, which Israel  claims to have
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annexed in direct violation of UN Security Council resolutions.

High prices

Scores of properties in the occupied West Bank (including East Jerusalem) are currently
listed as for sale on RE/MAX websites.

Some  of  them are  on  the  market  for  high  prices.  RE/MAX  is  trying  to  sell  a  three-
bedroom house in Jerusalem’s Old City for $1.7 million. According to RE/MAX, the house was
“built over 600 years ago by the Turks.”

A video for the same property posted to YouTube by Benzaquen, states that the “light train
is just nearby.” That is a reference to a tram network which connects Israel’s settlements in
East Jerusalem to other parts of the city.

The French corporation Veolia has faced years of criticism and activist campaigns for its
large-scale involvement in building the Jerusalem light rail,  which Palestinians see as a
means of tightening Israel’s grip on their city.

RE/MAX’s Colorado headquarters did not reply to requests for comment.

Illegal

The  firm  has  generally  kept  silent  when  its  activities  have  been  highlighted  by  Palestine
solidarity activists. It did, however, issue a terse statement last year.

The statement tried to distance the firm’s headquarters from its Israeli franchise and noted
that RE/MAX had reduced the number of its offices in the West Bank.

It failed to acknowledge that many of the agents handling property in East Jerusalem and
the wider West Bank are working from offices in West Jerusalem.

But the company seems to be sensitive to activist criticism that it is involved in selling
homes in illegal settlements within the Israeli-occupied West Bank.

Searches on the RE/MAX Israel website suggest the company may be engaging in deliberate
obfuscation of its West Bank settlement listings.

An interactive map of present-day Israel and the occupied West Bank displays red dots
showing where RE/MAX-marketed properties are located. This map conveys the impression
that it does little or no business in the West Bank.
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However, if one searches for the names of individual West Bank settlements, the true story
becomes clear.

For instance, a search for “Ariel” results in a listing of 12 properties in that settlement in the
northern occupied West Bank near Nablus. However, switch through to the “map view” of
the same search result, and the red dots over Ariel have been removed.
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Similar obfuscation is evident while searching for properties in the settlements of Maaleh
Adumim, Gilo andFrench Hill.
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The map is a key online marketing tool for RE/MAX Israel. Those who search for a property
handled by RE/MAX Israel are immediately taken to this map.

RE/MAX still has agents based in Maaleh Adumim, one of Israel’s largest settlements in the
West Bank.

The anti-war group Codepink has set up a campaign targeting RE/MAX over its property
sales in Israeli settlements.

Jodie Evans, a founder of Codepink, argued that it was dishonest for RE/MAX to claim that its
Israeli franchise was unconnected to the Colorado headquarters.

Bernard  Raskin,  director  of  RE/MAX  Israel,  attended  the  parent  company’s  annual
convention in Las Vegasduring March.

Raskin was faced by protesters but he “was not backing down and stood his ground the
entire time we were in Vegas,” said Evans.

“We can also say they lied in  trying to distance themselves,  because he had a huge
presence and major influence in Vegas,” Evans added. “He was bossing the hotel  security
around.”

Additional reporting by David Cronin.

Ben Norton is a freelance journalist and writer based in New York City. His work has been
featured in a variety of publications. Website: BenNorton.com. Twitter: @BenjaminNorton.
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